Probable geographical grouping of PVY(N) and PVY(NTN) based on sequence variation in P1 and 5'-UTR of PVY genome and methods for differentiating North American PVY(NTN).
An increasing number of countries in recent years have reported the occurrence of potato tuber necrotic ringspot disease (PTNRD), caused by tobacco veinal necrosis strain of Potato virus Y (PVY(N)), belonging to the sub-group tuber necrosis (PVY(NTN)). Methods for the differentiation of PVY(NTN), based on primer sequences often detect isolates of European (EU) type but not the North American (NA) type. To resolve this problem, the nucleotide sequence of 5'-untranslated region (5'-UTR) and the P1 gene of 11 isolates of PVY(N) and PVY(NTN) from the European Union and North America was determined. Sequence comparison and phylogenetic analysis of 5'-UTR and P1 region indicated that PVY(N) isolates from the European Union and North America formed their own separate groups. Intra-group sequence identity for all except one was over 98%, as opposed to the inter-group identity of 90%. Additionally, the PVY(NTN) isolates from the European Union and North America clustered with their respective PVY(N) isolates. This indicates a possible evolution of PVY(NTN) isolates from the PVY(N) isolates of a geographical region. With this information of regional relationships of PVY(NTN) and PVY(N) isolates, two approaches were developed based on a competitive RT-PCR and a restriction pattern, for the differentiation of NA-PVY(NTN) from the local PVY(N) and from EU-PVY(NTN). Thus sequencing of the P1 gene and use of competitive RT-PCR approach could be applicable for determining the possible origin of new occurrences of PVY(NTN) from other geographical regions.